2014 GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE G4
For the third year, Lockheed Martin’s sustainability report relies upon guidance issued by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), the world’s
most widely used sustainability reporting framework. We report in accordance with G4 Core, the latest GRI guidelines. The determination of
which GRI Aspects are material to our business is a direct result of our Core Issues Assessment as described in our 2013 Sustainability Report.
This formal process included ongoing feedback from internal and external stakeholders. The process and procedures for the data collection
and reporting underwent a third-party review.

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES—CORE
STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Statement from most senior decision maker.

Refer to the Leadership Perspective letter by Lockheed Martin Chairman,
President, and CEO, Marillyn Hewson

2014 Sustainability Report—
Leadership Perspective letter

3

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

G4-3

Name of the organization.

Lockheed Martin Corporation

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Company

4

G4-4

Primary brands, products and services.

Business Segments
Lockheed Martin operates in five business segments based on the nature of the
products and services offered. The remainder of our workforce supports Lockheed
Martin International and Enterprise Operations. Lockheed Martin International
enables integrated business strategies for customers outside of the United States
to deliver products and services to meet their national security and citizen services
needs. Enterprise Operations comprises headquarters personnel, business functional leadership and our enterprise-wide shared services skill centers.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Company: Business Segments

5

2014 Annual Report

9

G4-1

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

Aeronautics—Engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture, inte
gration, sustainment, support and upgrade of advanced military aircraft, including
combat and air mobility aircraft, unmanned air vehicles and related technologies.
Information Systems & Global Solutions—Provides advanced technology systems
and expertise, integrated information technology solutions and management serv
ices across a broad spectrum of applications for civil, defense, intelligence and
other government customers. In addition, IS&GS supports the needs of customers
in data analytics, cyber security, air traffic management and energy demand management. IS&GS provides network-enabled situational awareness, delivers communications and command and control capability through complex mission solutions
for defense applications, and integrates complex global systems to help our customers gather, analyze and securely distribute critical intelligence data. Also, IS&GS
is responsible for various classified systems and services in support of vital national
security systems.
Missiles and Fire Control—Provides air and missile defense systems, tactical missiles
and air-to-ground precision strike weapon systems; logistics and other technical
services; fire control systems; mission operations support, readiness, engineering
support and integration services; and manned and unmanned ground vehicles.
Mission Systems and Training—Provides ship and submarine mission and combat
systems; mission systems and sensors for rotary and fixed-wing aircraft; sea and
land-based missile defense systems; radar systems; the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS);
simulation and training services; and unmanned systems and technologies.
Space Systems—Engaged in the research and development, design, engineering
and production of satellites, strategic and defensive missile systems and space
transportation systems. Space Systems is also responsible for various classified
systems and services in support of vital national security systems.
G4-5

Location of the organization’s headquarters.

Bethesda, Maryland, United States of America
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES—CORE CONTINUED
G4-6

Number of countries where the organization
operates, and names of countries where
either the organization has significant operations or that are specifically relevant to the
sustainability topics covered in the report.

Lockheed Martin conducts significant operations in the United States, Australia,
Canada and the United Kingdom.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Company

4

G4-7

Nature of ownership and legal form.

Lockheed Martin is a publicly-owned corporation with one form of equity security
outstanding, common stock; organized and existing under the laws of the State of
Maryland, United States of America.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Company

4

G4-8

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types of customers and beneficiaries).

Refer to the “Customers” infographic in the Our Company section of the Sustain
ability Report for a breakdown of the types of customers we serve.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Company

SR (4)

Aeronautics’ customers include the military services and various other government
agencies of the U.S. and other countries.

2014 Annual Report

AR (3–5)

Information Systems & Global Solutions’ customers include the various government
agencies of the U.S. and other countries, military services, as well as commercial
and other customers.
Missiles and Fire Control’s customers include the military services, principally the
U.S. Army, and various government agencies of the U.S. and other countries, as
well as commercial and other customers.
Mission Systems and Training’s customers include the military services, principally
the U.S. Navy, and various government agencies of the U.S. and other countries, as
well as commercial and other customers.
Space Systems’ customers include various government agencies of the U.S. and
commercial customers.
G4-9

Scale of organization.

Lockheed Martin employs approximately 112,000 people worldwide, with approximately 540 owned or leased facilities in approximately 36 countries. The Corporation’s
net sales for 2014 were $45.6 billion.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Company

4

G4-10

Total workforce by employment contract
and gender.

In 2014, 25% of Lockheed Martin’s global employee base was female and 75%
was male.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Talent Competitiveness,
Performance: Company
Demographics graphic

47

G4-11

Percentage of total employees covered by
collective bargaining agreements.

Approximately 15% of Lockheed Martin’s employees are covered by any one of
approximately 60 separate collective bargaining agreements with various unions.

2014 Annual Report

9

G4-12

Describe the organization’s supply chain.

In 2014, Lockheed Martin had approximately 16,000 active tier 1 suppliers from
50 countries. 94% of these active suppliers are based in the United States. 41% are
Manufacturers, 25% provide Services, and 13% are Distributors. 63% of active suppliers are small businesses.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Supplier Sustainability, Performance:
Supply Chain Profile

60

G4-13

Significant changes during the reporting
period regarding the organization’s size,
structure, ownership, or its supply chain.

In 2014, we paid $898 million for acquisitions of businesses and investments in
affiliates, net of cash acquired, primarily related to the acquisitions of Systems
Made Simple, Zeta Associates, Inc. and Industrial Defender, Inc.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Supplier Sustainability, Performance:
Supply Chain Profile

SR (60)
  

From 2013 to 2014, the number of our active suppliers decreased by 30%, to
16,000. The number of countries where our suppliers reside decreased by 18%, to
50 countries inclusive of the United States. The number of active small business
suppliers increased by 10%, to 63%.

2014 Annual Report

AR (28)
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES—CORE CONTINUED
ORGANIZATION PROFILE: COMMITMENTS TO EXTERNAL INITIATIVES
G4-14

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Whether and how the precautionary
approach or principle is addressed by the
organization.

Lockheed Martin’s Environment, Safety and Health (ESH) Management System,
which must be adopted by all our businesses, is similar to the ISO 14001 environmental management system. Lockheed Martin’s Go Green program is a voluntary
program to reduce our impacts on the environment by reducing waste generation,
water use, and energy use by our operations.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Management

SR (32,
39, 68)

Since the 1980s, we have worked to reduce or eliminate hazardous chemicals and
materials in our operations. We are developing a formal enterprise process to identify chemicals and materials that may be substituted with less hazardous alternatives. The process takes into consideration materials’ toxicity and global regulatory
status, as well as sustainable business practices and customer requirements.
Lockheed Martin is a founding sponsor of the Mission Ready Sustainability Initiative
(MRSI), which provides a platform for aerospace and defense companies to learn
from peers, showcase successes, and launch new activities and processes that support the sustainability needs of our largest customer, the United States Department
of Defense. In 2014, MRSI released a white paper on Streamlined Life Cycle Assess
ment, which highlights opportunities to better understand the total cost of
ownership of products.
G4-15

Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles, or
other initiatives to which the organization
subscribes or which it endorses.

Lockheed Martin endorses its businesses’ certification to and participation in ISO
14001, OHSAS 18001, and other external Environment, Safety and Health (ESH)
standards and initiatives (refer to Blueprint for Tomorrow map). In 2014, many of
our United Kingdom (U.K.) sites that operate to our ESH Management System were
subject to third-party certification audits confirming compliance to OHSAS 18001
and ISO 14001 standards. Two new U.K. sites were so-audited and added to the
certification.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Product Performance, Outlook:
Managing Chemical Restrictions for
Our Products
2014 Sustainability Report—
Product Performance, Stakeholder
Engagement: Mission Ready
Sustainability Initiative
MRSI White Paper—
Streamlined Life Cycle Assessment

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Management

68

Blueprint for Tomorrow map

Our ESH Management System, which must be adopted by all our businesses, is
similar to the ISO 14001 environmental management system. Go Green Goals
align with customer sustainability goals in Executive Order 13514. Safety goals
and program align with OSHA VPP. European Union businesses are in accordance
with CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme.
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES—CORE CONTINUED
G4-16

Memberships in associations (such as industry
associations) and/or national/international
advocacy organizations in which the
organization:
• Has positions in governance bodies;
• Participates in projects or committees;
• Provides substantive funding beyond routine membership dues; or
• Views membership as strategic.

Lockheed Martin is in the Founders Circle of the Sustainable Purchasing Leadership
Council (SPLC). We hold leadership positions on the Board of Directors and the
Technical Advisory Committee, as well as membership on two of its Technical
Advisory Groups.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Stakeholder Engagement sections

22, 32,
45–46,
59–60,
70, 81

Within the Aerospace Industries Association, we Co-Chair both the Conflict
Minerals working group and the Chemicals Sub-committee, as well as continue
active membership in the Supplier Management Council.
We are a member of the International Aerospace Environmental Group (IAEG) and
participate on several working groups, including development of an industry standard for declarable substances and Vice-Chair of a team focusing on environmental
sustainability supplier survey harmonization.
We are a member of the Procurement Leadership Council, which is the supply chain
arm of the Corporate Executive Board.
Members of our Global Travel, Events & Logistics team are members of the following:
2 nominated members of the Government Travel Advisory Council; member of the
Marriott Corporate Advisory Board; member of the Best Western Corporate Advi
sory Board; member of the Global Business Travel Association Hotel Committee;
member of the American Airlines Corporate Advisory Board; 2 are communications
committee members on the Professional Convention Management Association
(PCMA); board member on the Global Shippers Association.
We hold a position on the Board of the Space Coast Florida Minority Supplier Diver
sity Council, the National Veteran Owned Business Association Board (NaVOBA),
and the Women Impacting Public Policy (WIPP) Corporate Advisory Board.
We engage with DOD on chemical use-related topics through the Materials of
Emerging Regulatory Interest (MERIT) team.
We are also members of MRSI, IAEG, Association of Climate Change Officers
(ACCO), NAM, NAEM, the Defense Industry Initiative on Business Ethics and
Conduct, and AIA.

IDENTIFIED MATERIAL ASPECTS AND BOUNDARIES
Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

G4-17

All entities included in the organization’s
consolidated financial statements or equivalent documents and whether any of these
entities is not covered by the report.

All entities listed in the 2014 Lockheed Martin Annual Report are included in the
2014 Sustainability Report and the GRI Index, unless otherwise noted.

2014 Annual Report

SR (2),
AR (3–6)

G4-18

Explain the process for defining the report
content and the Aspect Boundaries and how
the organization has implemented the Report
ing Principles for Defining Report Content.

Working with a third-party facilitator, Lockheed Martin used an inclusive, formal,
four-step assessment in 2013 to evaluate the core sustainability issues of importance to our stakeholders and our business. We grouped the highest-ranked, closelyrelated issues from this assessment to identify our six core issues: Governance,
Supplier Sustainability, Product Performance, Information Security, Talent Compet
itiveness and Resource Efficiency. Please see our 2013 Sustainability Report for
more details about our core issues assessment.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach—
Sustainability Strategy

2014 SR—
13

2013 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach

2013 SR
(7–9)

Using internal and external stakeholder feedback sessions, we developed objectives
and performance indicators for our six core issues, which we call our Sustainability
Management Plan. We commit to reporting progress annually on the Sustainability
Management Plan for all metrics not deemed proprietary.
We mapped our core issues to the GRI aspects to determine which aspects to address.
THE SCIENCE OF CITIZENSHIP | 5

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES—CORE CONTINUED
G4-19

All the material Aspects identified in the
process for defining report content.

Lockheed Martin mapped our core issues (see G4-18) to the GRI aspects to determine which aspects to address.
ECONOMIC:
Economic performance
Indirect economic impact
ENVIRONMENTAL:
Energy
Emissions
Products and services
Supplier environmental assessment
Environmental grievance mechanisms
LABOR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK:
Occupational health and safety
Training and education
Diversity and equal opportunity
Equal remuneration for women and men
Supplier assessment for labor practices
Labor practices grievance mechanisms
HUMAN RIGHTS:
Non-discrimination
Assessment
Supplier human rights assessment
Human rights grievance mechanisms
PRODUCT RESPONSIBILITY:
Customer health and safety
Marketing communications
Customer privacy
Compliance
SOCIETY:
Anti-corruption
Public policy
Grievance mechanisms for impacts on society

G4-20

The Aspect Boundary within the organization for each material Aspect.

Aspect Boundaries apply to the entire organization with the exception of EN3EN20, which have the following boundaries: Go Green metrics reflect performance
from November 2013 through October 2014. 2014 carbon and energy data is
reported for our largest 75 facilities in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada
and Mexico, representing 75% of our global occupied space. 2014 water data is
reported for our largest 45 facilities in the United States, representing 69% of our
global occupied space. 2014 waste data is reported for our largest 50 sites in the
United States, United Kingdom and Mexico, representing 69% of our global occupied space.
LA-6 has the following boundary for workplace safety: Performance is reported
by calendar year and includes all U.S. Lockheed Martin facilities, which account for
94 percent of all employees. Prior reporting included non-U.S. facilities. Employees
operating in-theater (war zones) are not included in this data. Employees of contractors who are directly supervised by Lockheed Martin are included and make up
less than one percent of the Lockheed Martin worker population and hours worked.
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES—CORE CONTINUED
G4-21

The Aspect Boundary outside the organization for each material Aspect.

Lockheed Martin reports limited scope 3 emissions for the following aspects:
Energy and Emissions. Refer to our Climate Change CDP Report for description
of the scope 3 GHG emissions that we collect and report (Business travel and
logistics/transportation).

Climate Change CDP Report

We report on tier one supply chain activity for the following aspects: Supplier
environmental assessment, Supplier assessment for labor practices, and Supplier
human rights assessment.
G4-22

The effect of any restatements of information provided in previous reports, and the
reasons for such restatements.

Governance Sustainability Management Plan metrics:
We added two metrics to broaden governance measures to include privacy and
international consultant training. We added more specificity to the anti-bribery
and anti-corruption metric in order to report progress.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Governance, Overview:
Sustainability Management Plan
Progress

Target Zero Performance:
We re-stated our Target Zero performance by removing non-United States based
employee data from current and prior years. We are currently assessing the best
way to track non-United States site data. This information will be included in future
reporting.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Talent Competitiveness,
Performance: Workforce Safety

New Go Green Goals:
In 2015, we set a new direction for waste reduction goals due to our strong operational waste management results compared to our existing waste-to-landfill goal,
in order to further drive source reduction and recycling in our operations. By 2020,
we now seek to reduce total waste generated from our U.S. and U.K. operations by
7%, and increase our recycling rate by 8%, from a 2014 baseline. We calculate the
recycling rate by dividing the recycling volume by the total waste volume. We will
begin reporting progress towards the total waste and recycling rate goals in 2015.
In addition, we set a new water use goal to reduce usage by 30 percent by 2020
from a 2010 baseline. This higher target reflects that we will no longer include
Sandia Corporation, which aligns with other Go Green data.
G4-23

Significant changes from previous reporting
periods in the Scope and Aspect Boundaries.

20, 49,
67, 75

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Overview:
Sustainability Management Plan
Progress
2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Outlook

In 2013, Lockheed Martin mapped our core issues to the GRI aspects to determine
which aspects to address (see G4-18 and G4-19). Through further evaluation in 2014,
based on best alignment with our core issues, we made the following changes. We
added two aspects to our reporting: Products and Services, and Marketing Commu
nications. We removed three aspects from our reporting: Child Labor; Forced or
Compulsory Labor; and Supplier Assessment for Impacts on Society.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

G4-24

A list of stakeholder groups engaged by the
organization.

Lockheed Martin solicits and uses feedback from employees, customers, investors
and analysts, community leaders, suppliers, regulators and NGOs to inform our sustainability agenda and broader business strategy. Refer to Stakeholder Engagement
sections in the Sustainability Report.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Stakeholder Engagement sections

22, 32,
45–46,
59–60,
70, 81

G4-25

The basis for identification and selection of
stakeholders with whom to engage.

The Lockheed Martin stakeholder engagement process is guided by our Corporate
Policy Statement on Sustainability, CPS-803. The Director of Corporate Sustainability
is responsible for an annual engagement plan providing internal and external strategies for education, memberships, academic connections, association recognition
events, conferences, and publications related to sustainability.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach, Stakeholder
Engagement

16, 59

Lockheed Martin manages its supply chain stakeholders by maintaining the Lockheed
Martin Acquisition Procedures (LMAP) which, amongst other things, dictate how
the supplier selection process (i.e., selecting key stakeholders) must be conducted.
We also maintain CPS-113, Procurement of Materials and Services.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Supplier Sustainability, Stakeholder
Engagement
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES—CORE CONTINUED
G4-26

The organization’s approach to stakeholder
engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder group, and
an indication of whether any of the engagement was undertaken specifically as part of
the report preparation process.

Lockheed Martin consistently engaged with stakeholders as part of the Core Issues
Assessment in the following capacities:
• E xternal stakeholder session with an independent facilitator. Participants
included representatives from our major stakeholder groups: customers, institutional investors, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), research partners and
suppliers.
• We concluded our assessment with another formal external stakeholder summit
to review the results with representatives of institutional stockholders, suppliers,
corporate governance, a non-U.S. customer organization, environmental and
other NGOs.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach, Stakeholder
Engagement and Independent
Feedback
2014 Sustainability Report—
Stakeholder Engagement sections
2013 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach

2014 SR
(16–17, 22,
32, 45–46,
59–60, 70,
81
2013 SR
(7–9)

Our Independent Insights Group (IIG) met on three occasions. It serves as a panel
of experts in academia, business, sustainability, law and government to provide
guidance on sustainability issues and best practices to our senior corporate leadership and key functional leaders. The group offered insight on product stewardship,
competitive positioning and climate issues. For the second time, it also informed
and reviewed Lockheed Martin sustainability reporting. The panel’s final letter of
opinion is included in the report.
See a summary of stakeholder engagement developments in 2014 by core issue
in the Sustainability Report, Our Approach—Stakeholder Engagement section.
We also have a stakeholder engagement section each Core Issue chapter with
further details.
G4-27

Key topics and concerns that have been
raised through stakeholder engagement, and
how the organization has responded to those
key topics and concerns, including through
its reporting. The stakeholder groups that
raised each of the key topics and concerns.

Refer to Stakeholder Engagement sections in the Sustainability Report.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach, Stakeholder
Engagement and Independent
Feedback
2014 Sustainability Report—
Stakeholder Engagement sections

2014 SR
(16–17, 22,
32, 45–46,
59–60, 70,
81

REPORT PROFILE
Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

G4-28

Reporting period for information provided.

2014 calendar year

2014 Sustainability Report—
Inside front cover

2

G4-29

Date of most recent previous report (if any).

The 2013 Sustainability Report was released in April 2014.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Inside front cover

2

G4-30

Reporting cycle.

The Sustainability Report is published annually. This is the fourth publication.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Inside front cover

2

G4-31

The contact point for questions regarding
the report or its contents.

For inquiries about this report, please write to sustainability.lm@lmco.com.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Inside front cover

2

G4-32

Report the ‘in accordance’ option the organization has chosen; the GRI Content Index
for the chosen option and the reference to
the External Assurance Report, if the report
has been externally assured.

For the third time, our report relies upon guidance issued by the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI), the world’s most widely used sustainability reporting framework.
This report is in accordance with GRI G4 Core, the latest guidelines.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Inside front cover

2
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GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES—CORE CONTINUED
G4-33

The organization’s policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report.

The current practice for the Sustainability Report is to have Lockheed Martin
perform an internal audit.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Inside front cover

Our energy, carbon, waste and water data from 2010 to 2014 were verified by
an independent, third-party and reported in a verification statement.

Bureau Veritas verification
statement

Online database used for all charitable contributions, volunteer hours and matching gift programs. Vendor is a recognized source for grant tracking and is used by
other leading companies.
GOVERNANCE
G4-34

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

The governance structure of the organization, including committees of the highest
governance body. Identify any committees
responsible for decision-making on economic, environmental and social impacts.

During 2014, the Ethics and Sustainability Committee of the Board of Directors
oversaw efforts in corporate responsibility, human rights, environmental stewardship, employee health and safety, ethical business practices, community outreach,
philanthropy, diversity and inclusion, and equal opportunity, as well as the Corpo
ration’s record of compliance with related laws and regulations. It monitored
adherence to our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct. It also oversaw matters
pertaining to community and public relations, including government relations,
political contributions and charitable contributions.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach, Sustainability
Governance

15

Page(s)

The Corporation’s highest executive governance body, the Executive Leadership
Team (ELT), governed and guided corporate-wide sustainability objectives. The ELT
reviewed topics related to corporate sustainability operations and reporting four
times during 2014. It also met with the Independent Insights Group for guidance on
current issues and best practices in sustainability. The vice president of Ethics and
Sustainability, who is an elected corporate officer and reports directly to both the
CEO and the Ethics and Sustainability Committee of our Board, was chairman of
the Sustainability Working Group of functional leaders that shapes our strategic
sustainability agenda, facilitated implementation of sustainability initiatives, and
coordinated sustainability stakeholder engagement and disclosures.
ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
G4-56

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

The organization’s values, principles, standards and norms of behavior such as codes
of conduct and codes of ethics.

Lockheed Martin has a proud history of ethical conduct and anti-corruption controls. Our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct has been in place since the Corpo
ration was formed in 1995. It applies to all employees and board members. It sets
our policies and expectations in areas that include: our commitment to good citizenship, zero tolerance for corruption, and promoting a positive and safe work
environment.

Code of Ethics and Business Conduct
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL
DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH
G4-DMA

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

a. Report why the Aspect is material. Report
the impacts that make this Aspect material.

Lockheed Martin used an inclusive, formal, four-step assessment in 2012 to evaluate the core sustainability issues of importance to our stakeholders and our business. We also sought to identify opportunities for improving our disclosure of
related information. We grouped the highest-ranked, closely-related issues from
this assessment to identify our six core issues: Governance, Supplier Sustainability,
Product Performance, Information Security, Talent Competitiveness and Resource
Efficiency. See our 2013 Sustainability Report for more details about our core
issues assessment.

2013 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach

2013 SR
(7–9)

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach, Sustainability
Performance

2014 SR
(14, 21–22,
32, 43–44,
58–59,
68–70,
79–80)

b. Report how the organization manages the
material Aspect or its impacts.
c. Report the evaluation of the management
approach, including:
• The mechanisms for evaluating the effectiveness of the management approach
• The results of the evaluation of the management approach
• Any related adjustments to the management approach

2014 Sustainability Report—
Management sections

The management of each material aspect is described in the Management section
of each Core Issue chapter. The evaluation of the management approach is described
in the Sustainability Management Plan, as listed in each Core Issue chapter.
We mapped our core issues and their associated sub-issues against the GRI G4
Aspects to determine which Aspects are material (as defined by GRI) to Lockheed
Martin.
Aspect mapping to Lockheed Martin Core Issues:
Anti-corruption—Talent Competitiveness
Assessment (human rights)—Governance and Talent Competitiveness
Compliance—Product Performance and Information Security
Customer health and safety—Product Performance
Customer privacy—Product Performance and Information Security
Diversity and equal opportunity—Talent Competitiveness
Economic performance—Product Performance and Talent Competitiveness
Emissions—Resource Efficiency
Energy—Resource Efficiency and Product Performance
Environmental grievance mechanisms—Resource Efficiency and
Product Performance
Equal remuneration for women and men—Talent Competitiveness
Grievance mechanisms for impacts on society—Governance
Human rights grievance mechanisms—Governance and Talent Competitiveness
Indirect economic impact—Talent Competitiveness
Labor practices grievance mechanisms—Governance and Talent Competitiveness
Marketing communications—Product Performance
Non-discrimination—Talent Competitiveness
Occupational health and safety—Talent Competitiveness
Products and services—Product Performance
Public policy—Governance
Supplier assessment for labor practices—Governance and Supplier Sustainability
Supplier environmental assessment—Supplier Sustainability
Supplier human rights assessment—Governance and Supplier Sustainability
Training and education—Talent Competitiveness
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
G4-EC1

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

a. The direct economic value generated and
distributed (EVG&D) on an accruals basis
including the basic components for the organization’s global operations as listed below.
If data is presented on a cash basis.

Lockheed Martin includes an Economic Impact graph in the 2014 Sustainability
Report.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Company

4

b. EVG&D separately at country, regional,
or market levels, where significant, and the
criteria used for defining significance.
G4-EC2

Risks and opportunities posed by climate
change that have the potential to generate
substantive changes in operations, revenue
or expenditure.

Lockheed Martin reports this in the Climate Change CDP Report.

Climate Change CDP Report

G4-EC3

Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obligations.

Postretirement benefit plans—Many of our employees are covered by defined benefit pension plans and we provide certain health care and life insurance benefits to
eligible retirees (collectively, postretirement benefit plans). GAAP requires that the
amounts we record related to our postretirement benefit plans be computed,
based on service to date, using actuarial valuations that are based in part
on certain key economic assumptions we make, including the discount rate, the
expected long-term rate of return on plan assets and other actuarial assumptions
including participant longevity (also known as mortality) estimates, the expected
rates of increase in future compensation levels through December 31, 2015 for
our nonunion plans, health care cost trend rates and employee turnover, each as
appropriate based on the nature of the plans. We recognize on a plan-by-plan basis
the funded status of our postretirement benefit plans under GAAP as either an
asset recorded within other noncurrent assets or a liability recorded within non
current liabilities on our Balance Sheets. There is a corresponding non-cash adjustment to accumulated other comprehensive loss, net of tax benefits recorded as
deferred tax assets, in stockholders’ equity. The GAAP funded status is measured
as the difference between the fair value of the plan’s assets and the benefit obli
gation of the plan. The funded status under the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), as amended by the Pension Protection Act of 2006
(PPA), is calculated on a different basis than under GAAP.

2014 Annual Report

61, 67, 71

Lockheed Martin does receive tax credits or other government financial assistance.

2014 Annual Report

33

See the “Consolidated Balance Sheets” and “Selected Financial Data by Business
Segment” in the Annual Report for further details.
G4-EC4

Financial assistance received from
government.

INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT
Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

G4-EC7

Development and impact of infrastructure
and services supported.

Lockheed Martin reports development and impact of infrastructure and services in
the Talent Competitiveness section of the 2014 Sustainability Report.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Talent Competitiveness

40–54

G4-EC8

Significant indirect economic impacts,
including the extent of impacts.

Lockheed Martin includes Economic Impact and Social Impact graphs in the 2014
Sustainability Report.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Company

4
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
ENERGY
G4-EN3

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Energy consumption within the organization.

Lockheed Martin reports details on our energy consumption in the Climate Change
CDP Report. We report our Go Green energy reduction goals and performance in
the Resource Efficiency section of the 2014 Sustainability Report.

Climate Change CDP Report

71

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Performance

G4-EN4

Energy consumption outside of the
organization.

Lockheed Martin reports information on scope 3 GHG emissions in the Climate
Change CDP Report. We currently report on limited scope 3 emissions (business
travel, transportation and logistics).

Climate Change CDP Report

G4-EN5

Energy Intensity.

Lockheed Martin reports energy usage indexed to revenues in the 2014 Sustainability
Report: 0.000025 CO2e/dollar of revenue—MTCO2e/$45.6 billion = 0.000025.

Climate Change CDP Report

Lockheed Martin also reports energy intensity metrics in the Climate Change CDP
Report: metric tons CO2e/revenue, metric tons CO2e/employees and metric tons
CO2e/square footage. Our energy consumption reduction performance is currently
communicated as absolute reductions.
G4-EN6

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Overview:
Sustainability Management Plan
Progress

Lockheed Martin reports energy reduction initiatives in the Climate Change CDP
Report. We include a summary of our 2014 activities in the Resource Efficiency
section of the Sustainability Report.

Climate Change CDP Report

Reduction in energy requirements of
products and services.

Lockheed Martin reports examples of how our products and services are helping
customers reduce energy consumption in the Product Performance section of the
2014 Sustainability Report.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Product Performance

30–38

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

G4-EN15

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
(scope 1).

Lockheed Martin reports scope 1 emissions, including a breakdown by energy
source, in the Climate Change CDP Report.

Climate Change CDP Report

G4-EN16

Energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions (scope 2).

Lockheed Martin reports scope 2 emissions, including a breakdown by energy
source, in the Climate Change CDP Report.

Climate Change CDP Report

G4-EN17

Other indirect greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions (scope 3).

Lockheed Martin reports scope 3 emissions in the Climate Change CDP Report.

Climate Change CDP Report

G4-EN18

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity.

Lockheed Martin reports energy usage indexed to revenues in the 2014 Sustainability
Report: 0.000025 CO2e/dollar of revenue—MTCO2e/$45.6 billion = 0.000025

Climate Change CDP Report

G4-EN7

Reduction of energy consumption.

SR (67)

SR (72)

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Performance

EMISSIONS

We also report energy intensity metrics in the Climate Change CDP Report: metric
tons CO2e/revenue, metric tons CO2e/employees and metric tons CO2e/square
footage.

67

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Overview
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
G4-EN19

Reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.

Using less energy and leveraging Lockheed Martin-developed technologies to
improve our own operations are the driving factors behind our approach to
resource efficiency. We reduced energy used by our facilities by 15 percent from
2010 to 2014. During 2014, our facilities implemented more than 30 energy efficiency projects such as heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) improvements, retro-commissioning activities, lighting upgrades and peak load reduction
programs. These initiatives will result in approximately $3 million of cost avoidance
and 15,000 MTCO2e of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions annually.

Climate Change CDP Report

72

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Performance

The majority of these savings resulted from projects that we completed related to
HVAC system upgrades, compressed air projects and efficiency improvements. We
completed more than 15 HVAC projects in 2014, which resulted in approximately
$1.7 million in cost avoidance and 13,000 MTCO2e of GHG emissions reductions
annually. The HVAC-related energy efficiency projects reduce GHGs directly emitted by us and caused by our energy consumption (scope 1 and 2), and are voluntary
projects that we completed to maintain the integrity of facility equipment while
also reducing electricity usage.
G4-EN20

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances
(ODS).

We track ODS refrigerant data to include in GHG inventory. That data indicates that
ODS refrigerant use is not material.

G4-EN21

NOX, SOX, and other significant air emissions.

This data is reported at a facility level for Lockheed Martin facilities that meet the
reporting thresholds (approximately 20 facilities) to the United States Environmental
Protection Agency or to their respective regulatory body outside the United States.

Climate Change CDP Report

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
G4-EN27

G4-EN28

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Extent of impact mitigation of environmental impacts of products and services.

Refer to the Our Approach and Product Performance sections of the 2014
Sustainability Report for examples of how we mitigate environmental impacts
in design and content of our products.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Our Approach

7–16,
29–38

Lockheed Martin invested in innovative sustainable packaging pilot programs that
solve a waste or inefficiency problem, while yielding triple bottom line results—
reduced costs, improved safety, and a smaller environmental footprint. For example, we reduced waste associated with the wooden containers used to transport
F-35 fighter jet Wing Access Panels, using innovative hardware design. We also
implement a re-usable packaging project for the F-35 canopy. In addition, we use
lean principles and out-of-the-box thinking to understand how a product and its
component parts are manufactured and flow in production, thus generating innovative new design ideas.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Performance:
Sustainable Packaging Reduces
Waste

Percentage of products sold and their
packaging materials that are reclaimed
by category.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Product Performance
73–74
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
SUPPLIER ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
G4-EN32

Indicator

Indicator Response

Percentage of new suppliers that were
screened using environmental criteria.

Lockheed Martin does not track this information at an enterprise-wide level. We
are working to factor sustainability criteria into the buying of goods and services.
This process faces challenges including changing the cultural mindset beyond only
conventional cost, quality and delivery factors. Additionally, some suppliers may
resist providing information on internal practices. Our purchase orders now highlight our Supplier Code of Conduct, explain our Sustainable Supply Chain Manage
ment objective, and invite suppliers to partner with us to drive responsible growth
and raise standards.

Information Links

Page(s)

Our acquisition procedures contain instructions to our buyers to consider “Sustain
ability and Go Green” efforts under the technical criteria during their evaluation
of offers. On a contract-by-contract basis, sustainability factors may be significant
criteria, such as with our corporate agreements for electronic waste recyclers. Our
supplier management portal includes mandatory sustainability questions that suppliers must update at least every three years. These questions address:
• Socio-economic status
• Sale of green/sustainable products
• Use of sustainable packaging on shipments
• Cyber security maturity
• Membership in the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism
• Anti-corruption measures
G4-EN33

Significant actual and potential negative
environmental impacts in the supply chain
and actions taken.

Lockheed Martin does not track specific information on the environmental impacts
across our supply chain. To mitigate any future environmental impacts in the supply
chain, we have taken several measures. Our Supplier Code of Conduct contains an
explicit section on the Environment that states: We expect our suppliers to operate
in a manner that actively manages risk, conserves natural resources, and protects
the environment. We expect our suppliers to apply environmental management
system principles in order to establish a systematic approach to the management
of risks/hazards and opportunities associated with the environment, including
potential risk from regulatory non-compliance, reputational loss, and opportunities
for business growth through operational and product stewardship.

Lockheed Martin Supplier Code
of Conduct

We continued the analysis of the sustainability assessments Lockheed Martin
issued to top suppliers that represent 46 percent of our supplier spend. Specific
questions related to the environment included: “Does your company have any external
Environment, Safety and Health (ESH) certifications and/or report to ESH voluntary
frameworks? Does your company have ESH management programs? Has your company
identified any water or climate change risks that could have the potential to generate
a substantial change in your business operations, revenue or expenditure? What was
your company’s total scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions in MTCO2e for the previous
reporting period? How many ESH regulatory violations did you receive during the
previous reporting period?”
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
ENVIRONMENTAL GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS
G4-EN34

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Number of grievances about environmental
impacts filed, addressed, and resolved
through formal grievance mechanisms.

In 2014, Lockheed Martin recorded one significant environmental incident of
non-compliance (INC) and zero significant spills. We consider an INC or spill significant if it meets one or more of the following criteria: results in a criminal conviction; triggers a civil or administrative proceeding that results in obligations costing
Lockheed Martin $5,000 or more; or results in a proceeding or expenditures material to our business or financial condition. These definitions draw on the reporting
requirements of the U.S. Federal Awardee Performance and Integrity Information
System, and the disclosure requirements of the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Governance, Performance: Ethics
Reporting By the Numbers

23, 74

2014 Sustainability Report—
Resource Efficiency, Performance:
Compliance Record

Lockheed Martin does not categorize grievances made through our formal mechanisms specifically by an environmental impact subset, nor are we otherwise aware
of any such grievances. However, we provide multiple avenues for employees and
suppliers to report ethical concerns, including a confidential, toll-free corporate
ethics helpline and e-mail, business segment helplines and e-mails, on-site ethics
offices, and our anonymous online reporting tool—Ask Us. Employees can post
public or private questions on the intranet page, which our Ethics Officers answer.
In 2014, we received 4,314 ethics contacts worldwide, up from 4,246 in 2013, and
investigated every query and concern in line with our corporate policy. A contact is
any report of misconduct or request for guidance handled by our Ethics staff. The
increase in contacts in 2014 is reflected by more requests for guidance, which is
viewed as a positive trend. This trend was also reflected through our recent employee
survey, which indicates that employees are using the Voicing Our Values techniques
to address concerns before they escalate.
NON-DISCRIMINATION
G4-HR3

Indicator

Indicator Response

Total number of incidents of discrimination
and corrective actions taken.

Lockheed Martin does not track incidents of discrimination specifically. However, in
2014, of the 155 internal Equal Employment Opportunity related complaints investigated in the United States, corrective action was recommended in 48 percent of
the matters investigated.

Indicator

Indicator Response

Total number and percentage of operations
that have been subject to human rights
reviews or impact assessments.

In 2014, the United States Department of Labor’s Office of Federal Contract Com
pliance Programs opened six reviews, with two closing in the same year. These
reviews addressed affirmative action and equal employment opportunity, impacting approximately 6 percent of Lockheed Martin’s U.S. employee population.

Information Links

Page(s)

Information Links

Page(s)

ASSESSMENT
G4-HR9
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
SUPPLIER HUMAN RIGHTS ASSESSMENT
G4-HR10

G4-HR11

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Percentage of new suppliers that were
screened using human rights criteria.

Lockheed Martin does not comprehensively track this at an enterprise-wide level.
Our work continues to trace potential sources of conflict minerals across our supply
chain, in line with our commitments to global citizenship and supplier sustainability. In accordance with U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulations,
in June 2014 we submitted a Conflict Minerals Report and a Specialized Disclosure
Report for the 2013 reporting year. More than 90 percent of our direct material
supplier spend was represented in our Conflict Minerals Report filing survey process. Our policy statement and SEC disclosure is published on our Conflict Minerals
webpage.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Supplier, Performance: Action on
Conflict Minerals

61

Lockheed Martin is not aware of any actual or potential negative human rights
impacts in the supply chain. To prevent such impacts, we have taken several measures. We include provisions on the face of every purchase order expressing our
expectation that suppliers perform in an ethical manner and in compliance with
our Supplier Code of Conduct. We comply with U.S. Government regulations on
trafficking in persons (e.g., FAR 52.222-50) and child labor. Our Supplier Code of
Conduct contains an explicit section on Human Rights that states: “We expect our
suppliers to treat people with respect and dignity, encourage diversity and diverse
opinions, promote equal opportunity for all, and help create an inclusive and ethical
culture.” To comply with Section 1502 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act, we have established processes to begin tracking the
origin of tin, tantalum, tungsten, and gold used in our products. We will never
knowingly do business with suppliers who engage in human rights violations.

Lockheed Martin Supplier Code of
Conduct

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Number of grievances about human rights
impacts filed, addressed, and resolved
through formal grievance mechanisms.

Lockheed Martin does not categorize grievances specifically by a human rights
subset, with the exception of alleged violations of Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEO) laws. In 2014, there were 79 United States external EEO charges filed, and
155 United States internal complaints made against Lockheed Martin that were
investigated. We provide multiple avenues for employees and suppliers to report
ethical concerns, including a confidential, toll-free corporate ethics helpline and
e-mail, business segment helplines and e-mails, on-site ethics offices, and our
anonymous online reporting tool—Ask Us. Employees can post public or private
questions on the intranet page, which our Ethics Officers answer.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Governance, Performance: Ethics
Reporting By the Numbers

23

Significant actual and potential negative
human rights impacts in the supply chain
and actions taken.

Conflict Minerals Webpage

Conflict Minerals Webpage
Efforts to Eradicate Human
Trafficking and Slavery within the
Supply Chain

HUMAN RIGHTS GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS
G4-HR12

In 2014, we received 4,314 ethics contacts worldwide, up from 4,246 in 2013, and
investigated every query and concern in line with our corporate policy. A contact
is any report of misconduct or request for guidance handled by our Ethics staff.
The increase in contacts in 2014 is reflected by more requests for guidance, which
is viewed as a positive trend. This trend was also reflected through our recent
employee survey, which indicates that employees are using the Voicing Our Values
techniques to address concerns before they escalate.
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
G4-LA5

G4-LA6

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Percentage of total workforce represented
in formal joint management-worker health
and safety committees that help monitor
and advise on occupational health and
safety programs.

Approximately 60% of the 50,000 employees at Lockheed Martin’s 26 largest
sites are represented on various safety committees and teams. For example, our
Aeronautics business segment has E-SAFTE teams for production operations.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Talent Competitiveness,
Performance: Workplace Safety

46

Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism,
and total number of work-related fatalities,
by region and by gender.

Lockheed Martin tracks injury rates in accordance with United States Occupational
Safety and Health Administration protocol. We do not report the metrics by the
breakdown described in this indicator (gender, region). We continue to analyze and
target injury reduction activities based on frequency and occurrence across the
enterprise. In 2014, we tracked a Recordable Rate of 1.06, a Day Away Case Rate
of 0.18, and a Severity (Lost Days) Rate of 4.22.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Talent Competitiveness,
Performance: Target Zero Workplace
Safety Performance graphic

49

Lockheed Martin’s 2014 Safety Month was aligned with the United States’ National
Safety Council’s “Safety: It Takes All of Us” theme. Throughout June, we emphasized
our ongoing encouragement of employees worldwide to identify and report potential hazards. Key topics for raising awareness included prescription drug use, situational awareness, and distracted driving. Communications to employees and leaders
included an informational video and a company-wide contest that drew entries
from nearly 450 employees.

Each rate is calculated per 100 employees, working 40 hours per week for 50 weeks
per year. Metrics include all U.S. Lockheed Martin facilities, which account for 94
percent of all employees. Prior reporting included non-U.S. facilities. Employees
operating in-theater (war zones) are not included in this data. Employees of contractors who are directly supervised by Lockheed Martin are included and make up
less than one percent of the Lockheed Martin worker population and hours worked.
TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

G4-LA9

Average hours of training per year per
employee by gender, and by employee
category.

Lockheed Martin provides employees with thousands of hours of training covering
a variety of topics including Leadership Development, Regulatory Compliance,
Program Management, and Technical Skills. In addition, Standards of Business
Conduct emphasize our culture, integrity, ethical behavior and values of treating
people fairly and with respect and dignity. In 2014, 97.3 percent of Lockheed
Martin team members participated in formal training averaging 19.78 hours each.
Topics included ethics, leadership, and technical training.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Talent Competitiveness,
Performance: Learning and
Development

48

G4-LA10

Programs for skills management and lifelong
learning that support the continued employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings.

Lockheed Martin’s learning and development programs are available through a
variety of options including live instructor, web conference, online self-paced, and
self-study. In addition to internally-developed resources, we provide employees
with programs and publications from external vendors. We provide education
assistance based upon certain conditions, criteria, and requirements. The Corpora
tion maintains a strong focus on leadership, meeting the specific needs of first line
managers, employees, executives, and work groups. Furthermore, Lockheed Martin
offers comprehensive development opportunities to assist throughout an employee’s career. The Lockheed Martin Employee Service Center provides information
and resources to employees that are managing career endings.
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
G4-LA11

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development
reviews, by gender and by employment
category.

Lockheed Martin has a comprehensive performance management process that
targets 100% of our active, exempt, and non-represented employees. The annual
process begins with the identification of commitments and includes a formal midyear progress review. At year end, employees are evaluated against those commitments, as well as relevant competencies. Employees may request a formal career
discussion with their manager annually. This process is supported by a career discussion tool that documents career aspirations, strengths, development areas, and
more. In 2014, more than 45% of responding employees opted to hold a formal discussion. In addition, Lockheed Martin also fosters individual career development in
other ways including coaching from managers and mentoring opportunities.

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
G4-LA12

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Composition of governance bodies and
breakdown of employees per employee
category according to gender, age group,
minority group membership, and other
indicators of diversity.

Lockheed Martin has published demographic information in the annual sustainability
report since 2011. See the Company Demographics infographic in the Performance
section of the Talent Competitiveness chapter.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Talent Competitiveness,
Performance: Company
Demographics graphic

47

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of
women to men by employee category, by
significant locations of operation.

This information is unavailable at an enterprise-wide level. We are evaluating
whether to include this data set in a future report.

Page(s)

EQUAL REMUNERATION FOR WOMEN AND MEN
G4-LA13

SUPPLIER ASSESSMENT FOR LABOR PRACTICES
G4-LA15

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Significant actual and potential negative
impacts for labor practices in the supply
chain and actions taken.

Lockheed Martin identified no actual or potential negative impacts for labor practices in the supply chain. To mitigate any future labor practice impacts in the supply
chain, we have taken several measures. We include provisions on the face of every
purchase order expressing our expectation that suppliers perform in an ethical
manner and in compliance with our Supplier Code of Conduct. We comply with U.S.
Government regulations on trafficking in persons (e.g., FAR 52.222-50) and child
labor. Our Supplier Code of Conduct contains several sections that relate to labor
practices, such as Non-discrimination, Harassment, and Reporting.

Lockheed Martin Supplier Code of
Conduct
Efforts to Eradicate Human
Trafficking and Slavery within the
Supply Chain
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
LABOR PRACTICES GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS
G4-LA16

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Number of grievances about labor practices
filed, addressed, and resolved through formal
grievance mechanisms.

Lockheed Martin does not categorize grievances specifically by a labor practices
subset. However, we provide multiple avenues for employees and suppliers to
report ethical concerns, including a confidential, toll-free corporate ethics helpline
and e-mail, business segment helplines and e-mails, on-site ethics offices, and our
anonymous online reporting tool—Ask Us. Employees can post public or private
questions on the intranet page, which our Ethics Officers answer.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Governance, Performance: Ethics
Reporting By the Numbers

23

Information Links

Page(s)

In 2014, we received 4,314 ethics contacts worldwide, up from 4,246 in 2013, and
investigated every query and concern in line with our corporate policy. A contact
is any report of misconduct or request for guidance handled by our Ethics staff.
The increase in contacts in 2014 is reflected by more requests for guidance, which
is viewed as a positive trend. This trend was also reflected through our recent
employee survey, which indicates that employees are using the Voicing Our Values
techniques to address concerns before they escalate.
CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY
G4-PR2

Indicator

Indicator Response

Total number of incidents of non-compliance
with regulations and voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during their life cycle, by
type of outcomes.

We are not aware of any such incidents.

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
G4-PR6

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Sale of banned or disputed products.

International sales of defense products and services occur among governments and
by Lockheed Martin’s direct sales to customers. The Arms Export Control Act regulates these transactions as part of U.S. foreign policy. We provide customers with
ongoing training, support and sustainment services following the sale of products.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Supplier Sustainability

55–64

Conflict Minerals Webpage

Lockheed Martin takes the threat of counterfeit parts in our supply chain very seriously and are working hard to eliminate this threat to the integrity of our business.
Our work continues to trace potential sources of conflict minerals across our supply
chain, in line with our commitments to global citizenship and supplier sustainability. In accordance with U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulations,
in June 2014 we submitted a Conflict Minerals Report and a Specialized Disclosure
Report for the 2013 reporting year. More than 90 percent of our direct material
supplier spend was represented in our Conflict Minerals Report filing survey process. Our policy statement and SEC disclosure is published on our Conflict Minerals
webpage. See the Supplier Sustainability Chapter for additional detail.
G4-PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance
with regulations and voluntary codes concerning marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship
by type of outcomes.

Lockheed Martin is not aware of any violations related to marketing
communications.
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
CUSTOMER PRIVACY
G4-PR8

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Total number of substantiated complaints
regarding breaches of customer privacy and
losses of customer data.

Lockheed Martin tracks and reports metrics regarding the information security of
our systems and of our products’ performance in the areas of: intellectual property
rights and protection; data fraud, sabotage and theft; customer privacy; and insider
and outsider threats, both digital and human. We regularly report metrics and
engage our Board of Directors to discuss cyber security risk and associated actions
plans. For security reasons, we do not publicly disclose performance on these
measures. We use the Lockheed Martin Cyber Kill Chain® to define the phases of
an attack.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Information Security, Overview:
Sustainability Management Plan
Progress

78–79

2014 Sustainability Report—
Information Security, Management:
Cyber Kill Chain graphic
Cyber Kill Chain

COMPLIANCE
G4-PR9

Indicator

Indicator Response

Monetary value of significant fines for
non-compliance with laws and regulations
concerning the provision and use of products and services.

Lockheed Martin is not aware of any such significant fines.

Information Links

Page(s)

ANTI-CORRUPTION
Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

G4-SO3

Total number and percentage of operations
assessed for risks related to corruption and
the significant risks identified.

Lockheed Martin analyzes all its businesses for risks related to corruption.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Governance

18–28

G4-SO4

Communication and training on anticorruption policies and procedures.

The Lockheed Martin Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, “Setting the Standard,”
applies to all Lockheed Martin employees, members of the Board of Directors,
consultants, contract laborers and other agents when they represent or act for
the Corporation. Available in 16 languages, it does what its name suggests—sets
out clear policies and expectations in areas that include preventing corruption.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Governance

18–28

2014 Sustainability Report—
Governance

18–28

Each year, we deliver mandatory business conduct compliance training to all
employees. To maintain effectiveness, we frequently update this training with a
focus on risk reduction and control, and on zero tolerance for corruption.
All employees do not receive anti-corruption training. It is an optional case in Ethics
Awareness Training, but included in our mandatory International Business Practices
business conduct and compliance training (BCCT) for those employees most at risk.
G4-SO5

Confirmed incidents of corruption and
actions taken.

Lockheed Martin regularly assesses publicly reported incidents of corruption
involving businesses and countries around the world, and adjusts our risk analyses,
policies and procedures, and training accordingly. We do not tolerate any corruption, and we aggressively investigate any allegation of such incidents involving the
Corporation.
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SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES—MATERIAL CONTINUED
PUBLIC POLICY
G4-SO6

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Total value of political contributions by
country and recipient/beneficiary.

Lockheed Martin is committed to participating in the political and public policy
process in a responsible and ethical way that serves the best interests of our stockholders and customers. See our Political Disclosures webpages for full details.

Political Disclosures

Indicator

Indicator Response

Information Links

Page(s)

Number of grievances about impacts on
society filed, addressed, and resolved
through formal grievance mechanisms.

Lockheed Martin does not categorize grievances specifically by a society subset.
However, we provide multiple avenues for employees and suppliers to report ethical concerns, including a confidential, toll-free corporate ethics helpline and e-mail,
business segment helplines and e-mails, on-site ethics offices, and our anonymous
online reporting tool—Ask Us. Employees can post public or private questions on
the intranet page, which our Ethics Officers answer.

2014 Sustainability Report—
Governance, Performance: Ethics
Reporting By the Numbers
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GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS FOR IMPACTS ON SOCIETY
G4-SO11

In 2014, we received 4,314 ethics contacts worldwide, up from 4,246 in 2013, and
investigated every query and concern in line with our corporate policy. A contact
is any report of misconduct or request for guidance handled by our Ethics staff.
The increase in contacts in 2014 is reflected by more requests for guidance, which
is viewed as a positive trend. This trend was also reflected through our recent
employee survey, which indicates that employees are using the Voicing Our Values
techniques to address concerns before they escalate.
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